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S" selected from those listed in sections It and IIt. This TOP covers
simulated environmental tests but does tot include service phase tests
or environmental tests at climatic test sites.

2. Backgrour-d. Army ati',4s are divided into two types: antitank (AT)
and antipersonnel (APER'.). In the past: most land mites were ,iesigned
to be buried just beneath the strface of the ground though some varieties
could be placed on the ground. Tie current trend is toward design for
placement on the surface.

All AT mines rely upon explosive content for their effectiveness;

some, however, may contain an explosive in a configuration that will
concentrate the destructive force in one direction. Suih is the case
with the shaped-charge mine (Monroe effect) which contains a conical
cavity in the explosive, and the plate-charge mine (Misznay-Schardin
effect) in which the oxplosivc is positioned agai.nat the convex side of

S, a metal plate (an example is the M-21). APERS m'nes also rely upon ex-
plosive energy. Some have no significant casing while uthers are encased
in metal that will fragment. The bounding mine is a variety that launches
an explosiva warhuad a few feet into the air where it can be moreV effective upon detonation.

/-; I A mine is a fuzed munition designed to functiun, or to be functioned
renotuly (conmmnd detonated), when a target com:s within lethal range.

r XMines vury significantly in complexity and sophistication. The oldest
type of mine, still in wide use, is the manually emplaced blast-type
mine functioned when the target applies a sufficient force on the
pressure- plate. The newer mines are generally maso scatterable by
artillery, missiles, or ground vehicle or aircraft dispensers. These
miniib aut'omatc.ally arm during the scottering process and function when
one of the following events occurs: a target is sensed within the mine's
lith.,l range, the mine is disturbed, or a predetermined time periud

I expirea. The last process is termed "self-destruct." A listing of
v.irious mine and fuza features is contained in appendix C along withI I ~similar information for demolitions.

IMines and damolitions are quite similar and can sometimes be usedi £nt -changeably. The following general differences apply: (a) Demeli-

tioni generally require more on-site asasmbly. (b) Demolitions are
iusaally used against static targets and mines against moving targets.

- The static tirgets are obstacles, fortifications, supplies, and equipment."I( (•) The emplaced life of demolitions is usually shorter.

1e olit-or Chargeo are generally of two trypea. The most common

type is a charge assembled from standard initiating components and

Sndtnard demolition explosives. The cther type is the demolition kit,
n non'mal iy i special purpose item such as a mine clearing charge which is
.urnished with all components. The testing of demolition-initiating, .• "• ;'components is covered in TOP 4-2-045. Special nonexpiosive demolition

•,evice'i such as drilling equipment, burning torches, shielding devices,

rl
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S:etc., which are utilized in remosving ena•y obstacles or creTting ob-

structions, require special tests simulating conditicnrs under whi h
T the devicee are used, an socifted in the requirements doc1ument.

V. 3. Lg andFaciitiv. Equipment and faciLities are covered in
the reterences of section 1t.

SECTION I1
r TEST PROCEDURES
V

4. Suporting TseLs. Subtests (in preferred order of completion with
p respect to high-risk, esort-duration) to be considered in for•ulating a

com'lece cest program, with TOP/.TP and other references, are as follows:

"TEST SUBJECT TITLE PUBLICATION No.

a. Initial Inspection 4-2-502

b. Physical Characteriatics 1-2-500

c. Safety Evaluation (refer to pare 5) 4-2-502

S[3Desi [gn Review

Adequacy of Safety Features

Contfrmation of Functioning loads (see also
para 8)

Special Sensitivity Tests

Emplacement ani Recovery oa-ards

[ransportation and Rough .andling Tests

. ~Forty-Foot Drop Test

S. " Extremu-Temperatura Functioning

Temperature-Humidity

" r Extreme-Temperature Storage

"* •d. Supplementary Environmental and Shock

Tests (refer to pars 6)

High iiumidity (refer to yara 6.1) 4-2-920

Fungus kesistance (refer to para 6.2) 4-2-818

Salt Spray (Fog) (refer to pars 6.3) MIL-STD-81Ot.

3
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TEST SUBYE,' -," PUBLICATION NO.

SSand and Dust (rr-fer to ..:,.a 6.4) 4-2-819Iolar Radiation (refer to pars 6,5) 4-2-626

SImmersion (refer to plr& 6.6) 1-2-603
(when published)

Rain (refer to pars 6.7) 2-2-815

#A . Weathering Teat (refer to pars 7)

f. Fuze Functioning Teat (refer to pars 8)

g. Mine-Fuze Compatibility (refer to para 9)

h. Effactiveneaa Teats (refer to parn 10)

i i. Bullet Imp3ct Teat (refer to para 11)

J. Blast Seniitivity and Sympathetic
Detonation (refer to pars 12)

k. Parachute Delivery (refer to para 13) 4-2-509

S1. Reliability (refer to pars 14)

Im. Human Factors Evaluatiots (refer to para 15)

n. Maintenance Evaluation (refer to para 16) TECR 750-15

I SECTION III
SUPPLEMENTARY INSTRUCTIONS

I •5. Safety Evaluation. Before undergoing other tests described in this
TOP1, the test item must have successfully completed the safety evalua-Stion. The safety evaluation consiata uf a number of tests which are

-: IL designed to assre safe handling and transportation of the item under
vacious conditions. These include shock, vibration, and environmental
tests that have wafety implicatlonu. The scope of tests falling under

"-viol the safety evaluation - e.g., high and low temperature tests - is usually
adequate for evaluating the effect of conditions under study, and these

L-4 -4 tests uormally do not have to be expanded during the remainder oa the
t test program. Safety evaluation tests are covered by TOP/MTP 4-2-502.

6. SuU ementary Environmenial and Shock Tests. It addition to envir-

onmental teats conducted during the safety evaluation (TOP/MTP 4-2-502),
the teat director selects from the tests below those that he deens

necesuary consid-ring requirements, potential use (if the item,~ and prior

I I
I4, Iý

-• • .w n .- ~-' f-- -
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9 4 testing on the oamu or similar ittem. Some of the test items may be
exposed to sequences of extreme environnents that tihe materiel could

en-onte durng ts lfe.Appendix A of TOP/MIP 4-2-015 provides a
general approach to sequential testing. These environments may include

those of TOP/KTP 4-2-502. One sequence ass,ums that the item will be
sent to the arctic, another that the item will be sent to the tropics,
and another that it will be sent to the desert. After each exposure 4ll
items are examined And a representative sample test-fired. The remainder
are sent through the next anvironmants of the sequence.

The explosive loading of mines/demolitions is consistent with the
nature of the environment and its potent'.al etfecta. ltems exposed to
extreme temperatures should include some completely HE loaded -tems
since extreme temperatures could significantly change the air gap between
expLosive components and thus adversely affect the ability of the fu..e
to properly initiate the main explosive charge. On the other hand.
there is no reason to suspect that malt fog would adversely attect the
main charge explosive 2nd therefore no reason to expose fully HE loaded
items to this environment.

The minimuin sample size for any exposure is five. If the developer
can provide adequate data to prove that the test item can satista'torily
wittLstand a particular environment, it is usually unnecessary to duplicate
his tests.

6.1 High Humidity. Ths high humidity test is conducted in accordance
t with TOP/MTP 4-2-820.

6.2 Fungus Resimtance. If fungus resistance can be ascertained by an
examination ,f the materials composing the mine or demolition, and from
certifichtion by the developer that the materlals used in the mine are
fungus-inert or impregnated with fungus-resistant material, TOP/.TP I'
4-2-918 it followed. If a f,,ngus test is necesaary, MIL-S'fD-hIUC or
MIL-STD-331 is followed.

S6.3 .Salt Spray Fo ), The salt spray 'or Halt fog) test in conducted
"• " it •in accordance with Mll-STD-810C.

;•° •6.4 Seand and Dust. This test is conducted when the possibility exists

•t~hiat gand or dust could nteriere with moving parts. The dust teot is
-cond.cted In accordance with TOP/HTP 4-2-819 and is applicable only to
s|rface-emplaced items. There is no standardized sand test; h~ems which
a- normally buried ae terufore in sd.

"".5 Solar Radiation. This test, which in primarily for heat effects,

iso conducted a described in TOP/,(TP 4-2-826. The test items are exposed
t to the intermediate solar radiation conditions of AR 70-38 for days.S£Me test itam is then examined and .tun,_-tioned at the equival nt peak

temperature (1458 1? or as otherwisu determined).

l oi
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4.. In view of the high temperature tests of TOP/MTP 4-2-502, the solar
radiation test may be unnecessary in many cases. In no case should a
normally buried mine be exposed to this treatment.

S6.6 Immers.ion. Depending upon the requirements, either of two immersin
(waterproofnees) tests may be conducted. MIL-STD-331 calls for immersicn
in water under 15 psi pressure for 60 'minutes. A fluorescent solution
permits examination for penetration under ultraviolet light. MIL-STD-
810C calls for immersion under 36 inches of water for 2 hours. TOP 1-2-
603 (when issued) provides additional guidance on immersion testing.

C.7 Rain. An immersion test would normally make a rain test unnecessary;
if one is required,however. TOP/MTP 2-2-815 should be followed.

7. Weathering Test. The weathering test is conducted to determine the
Y ability of tactically emplaced mines to withstand exposure to natural

'A. jenvironments. It is applicable only to demolitions that would not be
functioned immediately after assembly or development. The emplacement

• i duratiovi will be the required period specified by the item requirements
document. If sufticient samples are available. the desired duration
(which would be longer than the required) Rs well as shorter periods

should be inveatigated.

The explosive content of the test items must permit periodic inapection
ri i e ~'., ot the armed itema during the emplacement period and recovery of malfunc-

StLoning items. The use of fully HE loaded (both fuze and mine or charge)
items is therefore uiually precluded. As a geueral rule, the fuze and as
many auccessive elements of the explosive trair. as possible should be HE
1o.udnJ. When performance of the mine or main charge is to be 4 nvestigated,
the lit mine or charge should be weathered with inert fuzes along with HE
fuzes on inert mines or charges. Upon completion of the emplacement period,

the HE fuzes are disarmed, assembled to the HE mines or charges, armed,and th%:n function tested.

As previously noted, the items are armed upon emplacement. Periodic
.inspe(tions are made during thi emplacement period to determine whether
spontaneous functions have oc, cred.

8. Fuze Functioni..g Test.

-1461 8.1 Oblective. To determine the functioning capability and characteristics
of the test item.

8.2 Method. A fuze functioning test is conducted to determine whether
the fuze satisfies the performance requirements and whether it is capable

Srequire subsequent fuze operability. The performance characteristics, a
": Ithrough d below, are determined with unconditioned samples. These samples

also serve as control samples for fuzes exposed Lc the shock and environ-
mental conditions. The ability of a fuze to explosively initiate the
6next eiemhnt of the explosi-rc train is considered in paragraph 9.

6~
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,'The fuze functioning and compatibility tests are combined whcn Feasible
to conserve test hardware.

a. Arming delay time.

b. Fuza sensitivity. Whenaver practical, a functioning inf'uence
of increasing strength should be applied to the armed fuze.

Sc. Antidisturbance sensitivity.

d. Self-destruct time.

The many types of mines and demolitions preclude the definition w
test procedures that would be applicable to all fuzes. Fuze snsuitiv•:v
and self-destruct performance are normally stressed, ard the factors li
a and c above must alto be considered in any functioning test.

8.3 Data Required. Data are recorded as appropriate to the type of tett,
8.4 Analytical Plan. The probability of functioning under the various

Ii conditions shoui-l determined. Additionally, the limiting conditions
under which the fuze will function should be tabulated.

9. Mie-uzeCompatibility.V
9.1 Obecive. To assure that mines and their associated fuzes areI " compatibia with respect to explosive propagation.

9.2 Method- Fully loaded HE mines are used in this test. Whenevnr
possible, the Fuzes are modified for static initiation so that the time
of firing can eafely be controlled. At least five samples are used for
each possible fuza/mine combinacion. The order of functioning of the
main explosive charge is determined in accordance with TOP/MTP 4-1-003.

9.3 Data. Each detonation is rectrded as complete or incomplete in
accordance with TOP/MTP 4-1-003.

9.4 Analytical Plan. Any incomplete deccnation is considered a deficiel.cy
and must either be explainsd by the test agency or resolved by the de-

q ~veloper.

"10. Effectiveness Tests.

10.1 Antitank Mines.

10.1.1 Objective. This test is designed to assure that the effectivenes%
requivement6 stated in the ROC/DF or other requIrements document crin be
met.

1 41 7
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10.1.2 Method. AT mines are ddsij•ed to defeat tanks by two means.
The blast type mine immobilizes a tank by breaking the track. Mines
employing explosive wave shaping are primarily designed to penetratei i the armor with rusultin; diaastrous consequences to the vehicle and
crew; they also have a track breaking capability when detonated under
the track. The b1ast 'ype mines are teoted agAinst tank track only.

k The armor penetrating mines are primarily tested agg.Inrt armor only;
when samples are available, however, tests against tank track should
also be conducted ;ith the armor penetrating mines. Track breaking and

,V armor penetration tests are described separately below.

I a. Tank Track. The following factors aru considered in estab-

lishing the test parameters:

Single pin track is, as a rule, much lers vulnerable to winos
than doubie pin track. The United States uses double pin
track cn medium and heavy tank* whiLe most other countries

use single pin track. The required single pin track is of
necessity gaaarally manufactured from captured wamplee of

foreign track, The resulting supply is expencive and some-

tiame. almost nonexistent.

Hines ara least effactive when detonated under the first or
last roadwheel. They are lo&.t effective when detonated
betwaen roadwheels. The effectivenesc at the between-

I. I roadwheels location is not significantly greater, though,I' than under an intermediate roadwheel.. Hoot modern minces
V are fuzed to detonate beyond the first roadwheel of an

armored vehicle. Fuze functioning location data are used
in (@stabliahing location.

A mine is moat effective wher. centered under the track;
effectiveness decreaves a@ Lhe mIne location moves toward

the track edge. The direction of movement (inboard or
outboard of the centerline) is imnmterial, The distance
trom the centerline is the primary variable factor con-
sidered in tefS design. The first mine tested is usuall.y
Ilocated midway between tha track centerline and outboard:edge Subsequent locations are hased on the results

.,• ,i i •.obtained.

, Soil type and condition have a pronounced influeacc on

effectiveness. Clay, for example, significantly Increases
mine affectivenjsa and should therefore be avoided in
t:esting the affectiveneNs of United States blast type

~J •-mines. Using steel plates as targeto, limited tests re-
ported in reference 18 (app. A) showed that b7% more

-: .weight- of explosive is required in dry &and to produce
damage equivalent to that caused In wet clay. Dry sand
required 46% more. exploaive than wet sand. In general,

hardness of soil increazes ,inie effectivenesu as does

It o.
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saturation of moil with water. UnJess otherwise specified,
min& affectiveness tests should be conIductedI in an average

, dry moil, such as fairly dry loam o': sandy loam.

b "Emplacement depth has an effect and should he that specified
for the particular mine.

The tank track can be mounted on a targ;et tank or on a test
rig that simulates tank suspension. Use of a test rig can
eliminate the time consuming and expensive repair of the
target vehicle suspension system.

,.ine shape and orientation can generally be ignored unless
.- . an extreme lengrth-to-width or -depth rario exists.

"• " ' • ompletely HE loaded items are used, with the fuze modified
"for static initiation so that the time of detonation can be safely con-

"trolled. The mine is emplaced at the specified depth and located so that

it will be at the desired location under the vehicle or test rig. When
a target vehicle is used, the mine should be emplaced iii the vehicle

j:• l path and the vehicle then pulled over tha mine. Damage to the track
and vehicle suspension system is recorded following detonation.

S' b. Armor Plate. Fully loaded HE mines modified for static
initiation are again used in this test. The mines are emplaced under

. armor plate at the normal buried depth with the underside of the plate
parallel to and 18 inches above the soil surface. Three.-inch-thick
rolled homogeneous armor plate is used unless otherwise :-ipecified by the
requirements document.

:i10 i.1.3 DaaRqurd Armor plate damage is recorded a.-. deac-.:ibed in A

I'rTOP/MTP 2-2-710. Damage to track, belly armor, and internal compInents
ALi recorded. When incomplete breakage occurs, the percunt of the total

, width defeated is recorded. A description of the soil _s aco recorded.

-•" 1 i 10.1.4 Analvtical Plan. Performance against tank track is analyzed in
terms of the probability of damage sufficient to intmob.lize the tank

. .a ",(often called a mobility kill) occurring as a result of mines randomly
encountered a zross the full width of the track..

Performance against armor plate is analyzed in terms of the pro-:!•% • •bability of an open break in tile armor occurring, and the likelihood that

..bulsewill cause serious damage. Possible effect cn personvel is
;. ,:. •assessed.

S 1.0.2 Antiperoonnel Fines.

7f 10.2.1 2QbýL%,tive. To evaluate~ the effectiveness of APERS mines in
accordance with ROC/DP requitetments and other requirements as directed -'
or deemed necessary. .1

9
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10.2.2 Method. Fully loaded HE APERS mines modified for static detona-
tion are used. The method applicable to tach of the three types of
effects conaiderad is specified below.

I a. Fragmentatiorn 'Hines. There are three types Of fragmentation
*- mines: fl) a small explosive encased in metal which is placed on the
Sground and detonated usually by a tripwire or by pressuie, (2) a linear

explosive with a convqu face that is lined with preformed fragments which,
after command detonation, are thrown out in an acute angle essentially
parallel to the ground (the Claymore is such a tine), and (3) a bounding
mine which is buried in the ground and which, upon initiation, causes

s •a propellant to throw the warhead portion cf the mine into the air.
Functioning usually occurs at 4 to 6 feet. (The M16 ib 3uch a zinc. At
one time they were called the '"bounding Betty.") The bounding mine
(app. B) is sometimos detonated against vehicular armor in the mainnr
"described in TOP 2-2-617 and reference 17 (app. A).

Velocity, weight, and distribution of fragmentg are deter-
I mined In accordance with TOP/MTP 4-2-813. Lethal area computations are

SI made when required. A sample of three mines is required for eachi realiL-
tic positioning of the mine; i.e., o, the grcund for most mines but
several feet in the air for bounding mines.

b. Blast Mines. The effectiveness of these mineb is determined
by the Wound Ballistics Branch of the U. S. Army Balliatics Research
'Laboratories, Aberden Proving Ground, KI., and the data provided to the
L tent agency.

F C. Shaned Charge Mines. (Same an para b, The M25 is such a
mine.)

.- I 10.2.3 Data Re quired. The exact conditions under which the mine was
* . detonated and detailed debcriptione of the targets before and after mine

detonation are recorded. In the case of fragmenting mines, dita are
presented in the manner of TOP/MHP 4-2-813 and lethal areas computed.

10.3 Demolition Charges.

:'•~ " 1 10.3.1 Objective. To svaluate the effectiveness of demolition charges
. . [in accorda.ce with ROC/DP or other requirements. The measura of etfqc-

tiveness dnpends on the purpose for which the demolit.on will be used.

"10.3.2 Method. Effectiveness of a demolition charge is usually based
V• on uomparison with TNT which is arbitrarily rated as 1.00 (see app. C,

table 2 and FM 5-25, ch. 1). Effectiveness can also be meagured by
S;i ¶jcomparison with other demolitions or by measuring detonation velocitv

when the latter is an important factor relative to the effects desirvd
S • "from the demolition. Table 1-1 of FM 5-25 (summarized in app. C) lists

characteristizs of 14 different types of explo&ives used by the Army
including the velocity of the detonation to be expected from each. The

10
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six general twoe to which -heae demolitions are applied (FM 5-25) are:
timber zL•ttLng, strel cutt ng, pressure (reinforced concrete, T-beam
,ri(!gds, canLAiever bridges), breaching (concrete slab bridges, piers,
anid permanent field fortift.catica), cratering and ditching, and land
- iertn$ ani Iuarrying. "athods for setting up the tests for these
app.ication. ere also pro'ided in FM 5-25. The specific method to be
tkae, i cpenis upon the partizular item being tested aid the criteria
litted in the requiremens documents or the tesa directive. Tests of
,iemclttiou initiating cq.jipment are covered in 'COP 4-2-045.

fl-e it = is testad in the manner in which it ia intended to be
e-ployed. nh,., Lf the item i iLatended to breach barbed wire, IL is
F tepte in a realistic manner against typical military barbed wire con-
ftgurations. It It is intanded to cut a certain size timber., it is so
teatej, etc. A typical example ou a test of a demolition d..vigned as
4 -ratering crarge folltowa. The objectives of the tea: arce:

' a. To datermine whether the kit can safely and reliably produce

) a :rater at laeast L; feet in diameter (25 feet desired), 7 feA* deep,
Sand with side slopes of at lesse 30 degrees.

1 b. -o deterraine whether an effective obstacle ro tracked and

.:•v.e d vehicles :an be produced by three kits in a zd-fcot-wide road
F -mnJ n '.::e kits in a 30-foot road. An effective obstacle uould require

-at least three &ttempts by an ,48 or M60 tank to surmout the obstAcle.

Forty-three kit6 are required for thle test. They are expendedSit. groupi of one, three, and five kits against reinforced concrete roads
ind esoil.

For the craters produced by single kits, the diameter J.s measured
I along perpendicular axes and the depth is measured at both the 1/4

:an '2:"" !ameter points. For the obstaclem rcrduhced by three and five
Lts.a, on,),.h measurements are taken to be able to obtain .omparative re-

s,llts. T.he failure of the tank to cross or the number of times required
I to :T'!sS (up ca a maximum of six) is recorded. l)uring a representative

*ample of the emrl.oyment, the total time to make the kit ready for
tiring is -ecorded (both wihI and without arctic clothing).

.iata Required. The specific characteristics of the itemT (road,
" soil, fottification, equipment, beam, minefteld, etc.) against which the

tldenlition is employed are recorded. The exact positioning of the de-
rn motltlon and the type of fuze are also recorded. After the demolition

is 1•. •toated, detailmd information on reLults is recorded and an assess-
1 nent Is made of the effectiveness of the demolition. (In the cratering-

4•. •.hirgr ex:u-pIe, for instance, the attempts of the tank to r limb out of
I the cater an,' the results are noted.)[ 4!( i*3..'. -nalytical Plan. PTe resultu are conveniently tabulated, and

who r'o fnfoirmati.n exists, comparisons are made with ether demolitionr.

SA ?
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1!. Bullet Impact Test.
T11.1 Objective. To determine the effects of bullet impact on the safety

1.of the test item.

11.2 Standards. Standards for acceptability are contairted in the ROC/
DP and other guidance documents.

11.3 Method.

a, The following te,. details are determined:

(1) Number of test items.

(2) Packaging (packaged or unpackaged).

•I' '(3) Number of rounds to be fired. ,1

,r (4) Caliber and type of ammunition.

S/ b. The firing distance, if not specified, is generally a compro-
miie between thz distance that provides a high degree of assuaance that
the target can be hit and the distance at which the equuVmcat at the
firing position is reasonably safe from a test item detonation.

c. Selected small arms ammunition is fired into the test items,
and observations are made for complete or partial detonation of the test
items and for low or 'Iigh order detonations.

11.4 Uata Resuired. The following are recorded:

Numbe. typ and caliber of rounds frdh. Location and results of each impact, including high or low

~ ~order detonation.

c. An evaluation, if detonation doe6 not oceur, of safety of
"disposal.

V '11,5 Analytical Plan. The results obtained are compared to the require-
Z Iments document criteria. If no criterion exists, the results are pre-

sented for informational purpnsea.

* 12. Blast Sensitivity and Sympathetic Detonation Test.

12. 1 Objective. To determine the suiceptibilitv of thte test item toi
blast or sympatihetic detonation.

, o "12.2 Standards. Standards for acceptability are :ontalned in the RG(,/'W• ,• DP or other guidance docvments. For manually emplaced tmines theJ detona-".:

tion of one mine should not set off an adjacent mine.

L2
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9/ 12.3 Method.

a. Two types of blast dens.tivity tests should be considered. For
reasons of safety, the mines exposei to detonation will normally have an
inert main charge.

(1) Blast Sensitivity - To Getermine the effects of explosions
oii an armed test item. The charge that is purposely detonated may be
different from thit of the test item, and both the charge weight at,'1 the
ditance from the charge to the test item may be varied. This test can
be uccd to simulate a conoition in which enemy artillery is used to try
to G, .Loy a minefield.

(2) Sympathetic Detonation - TL determine whether the specified
separation distance between mines will preclude the functioning, or
damaging to the extant of inoperabil.ty, of armed test items from the
effects of the detonation of another item.

b. For the blast sensitivity tepw, the charges to be detonated
are placed at the prescribed distA-,:e from the mine (or demolition).
When appropriate, additional charges ace detonated at various distances
in an attempt to bracket the critical distance for detonation.

c. .or the sympathetic detonation test, the test items are tacti-
r k cally emplaced, completely live with fuzes armed, at the prescribcd mini-

mum separation distance from a mine that has been fixed for static detona-
- tion. At =at, three mines, separated 120' apart, c;2n be used to gurround

the mine to be d-tonated.

1.2.4 Data Rkegtired. The following are recorded:

a. Parameters and configuration of the test WerupS.

b. Kesults after eac:h static firing.

]2.5 Analytical Plan. A sketch is prepared to illustrate tht parameters

V and test configuration. "'e5- results are examined tu determine confor-
mance With reouirements.

13. Paracl;ute Delivery Tee . If a specific requirement for aerial de-
e. " livery is contairned in the guidance document, a parachute delivery test

V., is conducted. Engineering judgment iQ tred as ýhe basis for determining
whether the drop should be actual or simulated. When no requirement for.i•?e'.:'•aei'ial delivery is stated, engineering judgment is used to determine

H' "whether a parachute dejiverv test is necessary.

4"he parachute delivery test is conducted in accordance with TOP/
MTP 4-2-509.

13
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1-001 in used to determin., sample size ayud to determine whether the

desired functioning reliabilf.ty is achievp~d with th2 desired confidence.
A precise definition of satia'actory performnnce is a prerequisite to a
reliability analysis. Two reilability analyses are maade: (a) overa2ll
reliability which includes a a'-nmation of all i-e satisfactory and un-
satisfactory samples if each wubtest and (b) selected reliability which
includes all sam~,le X -.pa except those in which the test items suffered
damage or deteriorationi during environmental or rough handling tests and
groups in which statistically significant failures nccurred in a parti-
culrar subtest.

15. H-man. Factors Evaluntton, The human factors evaluatioa, like.a the
reliability anulysis, is categorized as a sep&.rate ibubtexit, but it is
conducte:d throughout the test progrwa. It involres determining the

ease with which all cf the functions such as unpackin,;, ttzing, arnifix,
etc., can be perfcrmed buth under ordinary conditions and while wearing
arctic clothir.g. Where problew areas are enconurtered, recomzrendations
should be made regarding improvemnents.

16. Maintenance Evalua--on. A maintenance evaluation a also categorized
as a separate subtest but is cnnducted throughout the entire test. H4ines
and demolitions require vely Little. if any, maintenance. rhe limited
maintenarnce evaluation co'.. a onlv the portions of TECR 750-15 that are
applicable. This may incLude an evaluatiam of tools and equipment,
equipment publicati-ins, and design for maintainability.

K; Racommende-d changes to th~a publiratioa should bp~ forwarded to
Comaander. U. S. Army Test and Evaluation Command, ATTN:
D RSTE-M.S, Abevdt.,en Proving Ground. Md. 21005. Tect~nical. iifor-.
mation may be obtained from: the prwparing activity-. Conmiander,
U. S. Army Aberdeen Pro.ying Ground, ATTN: STEAP-MT*-M, Aberdepn

*Prvn 5rud d 10.kdto-al oisaeaalbefo
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APPENDIX B
BURST HEIGHT DETERMINATION FOR BOUNDING MTNI'S

1. Introduction. This appendix describes a method of recording the
burst height of antipersonnel bounding mines on Polaroid film. The pro-
:ectile buret is recorded, along with height: reference markings, during a
time exposure made with a neutral density (ND) filter. The filter limits

" * the recorded image of the detonation flash to the most brilliant portion
originating from the projectile - thus permitting identification of Lhe
proJectile location at the time of detonation. The filter also petmits
suff.cient light to pass during the time exposure (about 3 seconds) so
that background 4etal1s, including height reference markings, ere recorded.

r !The conteut of this appendix ts based on a study to develop a method
of determining burst heights which would be as accurate as, and less ex-
pensive than, high-speed photography, The study Is reported in reference
16 (app. A).

2. E quipment Required. A still camera with time-exposure and Polaroid
"film is required. The lens focal length must, however, be greatly in-
creased by the additional of a telescope or similar optic device. A lens
focal length of at least 100 inches is considered necessary oo that the
camera can be positioned at a safe distance from the mine and tilll pro-,
duce an optimum field of view. A separation distance of at leaast 250 feet

between mine and camera and a field of view of 10 feet at this distance
is needed. The components used in assembling the unit shown in figure 1

!t were selected, to an extent, on the basis of availability are are not
necessarily optimum. Comments are therefore provided on the ouitability
of each component used.

ar PH-47J Camera. Thiisara ef t pved because it incorporates the
Lhe following featuregi

(1) A ground-glass viewing screen.

(2)" A t tme-exposure capobility. The camera unit is positionedI immediately adjacent to a personnel shelter (bombproof) and a cable re-

lease used to control the camera shutter from within the ahelter.

""'•,b. Polaroid Laud No. 500 Filmholder. T[his permits the use oi sheet

film so that the holder can be rumoved whenever use of the ground-glass'• . "• iviewing screen is desired.

c. M49 Telescope, This 20-power telescope, with the camera 5-inch
lens, is used so that the desired focal length of 100 inches is attained.
A variable power telescope is desirable to allow flexib.l.PLy in changing
the field of view.

.• B-1
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'i4

j a

.~4b.

I.I

Figure 1. Assembled Equipment.

d.. Koa o 6Nura esýjle Three gelatin filters with
denhit~y values of 0,50, 1.00, and 2.00 are sufficient when either black
;and white or color film is used. The percent of light transmitted by
the filters is 32. 10, and 1, respectively. Glass filters are recommended
since gelatin filters are easily damaged by moisture or handling.

W ~~e* . 71er ripad. A rigid and readily adjustable tripod is required.

f. I wroised Mount- A plywood base, bolted to die tripod head, is
functioiial'-y adequate. The camera is bol-ted to the plywood and the
telescope h~ild by two nlpe clamps. An Improvised filter mount is used

B-2
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to hold the filters on the -elescope. IThe mounts must permit focusing
adjast-ment of the camera lens.

S. Background Screen. A black background is required to provide the
contrast necessary for easy location of the projectile burst. The back-
ground evidexit in figure 2 is an 8-foot-square plywood panel painted flat
black. The panel is locatnd about 30 feet beyond the mine. The distances
betweea the horizcntal white strips are scaled to represent 1-foot incre-
mArnts at the mine position.

I ': -

Figure 2. Projectile Burst.

h. Film. Dolapan type 52 (bla,:k and white) and Polacolor type 58
sheet film ari- ,',ved. Color film iu recommended, however, because it
permits easier :"det ification of the burst.

3. Procedure. "The. following steps are taken:

a. AssembI4 trno tripod, aiount, and camera.

o b. Open both t:he lens aperture and shutter. The aperture is toS [ remain open all aJll times.

S~B-3
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c. Using the ground-glass viaving screen, align the camera with the

I mine firi.ag position.

d. Adjuat the separation distance between the telescope eyepiece and

the cam".ra lens until a sharp image is obtained on the ground-glass view-
I ing screen. Secure the item in this positIon and seal the luncture from

light using opaque tape.

e. Close the camera shutter and install the filter(s) on the tele-
scope. A 2.00 density value filter is installed if black and white film

is used. Combined 0.50 aud 1.00 value filters are ýnatalled if color
I j film in used. A test photograph its bugested at this point to check

system Operability and cameza alignment. This is accomplished by mrikl'g
I i a 3-second exposure.

f. Emplace the mine and prepare it for remote fuze actuation.

Z. Open the camera shutter. The mine fuze must be ready for actua-

tion immediately after shutter opening.

h. Actuate the mine fuze.

t. Close the camera shutter as soon as the mine detonates (a total
exposure time of 3 to 5 seconds is normal).

J. Develop the film.

k. Visually examine the resulting photograph to determine the pro-
jectile burst location. The buret will generally appear on the film as
recorded atreaks of light spreading outward from a central area having
the approximate dLmensions of the projectile. The burst of an M16 mineI• projectile is indicated by the arrow in figure 2.

1. Repeat steps f through k for subsequent firings.

k:1
FB -
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d APPENDIX C
TYPES OF MINES, DEMOLITION1S, AND EXPLOSIVES

Table I. illustrate& the variety of effects sand sensing devices in-
volved with mines and demolitions. Detailed descriptions of standard
items are contained in TM 9-1345-200 and I'M 5-25.

Table 1 - Types of Mines and Sensing Methods

Firing Devices
Antitank Mines Antipersonnel Mines For Demolitions

Types Blat IBlait Blast
of Chemical Ch'miical Shaped charge

Effects Shaped Charge Sbapad charge
• Plate charge Bounding fragmentationI

Implosive fragmentation F'ixed fragmentation

Types Acoustic Command, i.e., fired Command1 of Attenuation or cutting, by friendly forces Acousticju _ Snaing e.g., a beam of light Pressure Chemical delay
( Infrared Pull (tripwire) Clock delay

Magnetic Disturbance Concussion
Pressure Self-destruct Pressure
"Vibration Pressure/release
Combinations Pull
Disturbance Pull/release
Sel f-destruci Release

Table 2 contains a listing of unclassified explosives used for
demolitions extracted from TM 9-1345-200. Additional detail& on the
propertiis of these explosives are contained in AMCP 706-177.

S• C-1
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